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Automated Flat Sorting Operations Policy

ProcessingOperations

P;~,
:; UNITED STLITES

POSTIIL SERVICE

February7, 2000

MANAGERS, OPERATIONS SUPPORT(AREAS)

SUBJECT: Automated Flat Sorting Operations Policy

We soonwill begindeploymentof nextgenerationequipmentfor processingflat shapedmail with the
AutomatedFlat SortingMachine(AFSM) 100. As you know, the PostalServicereceivessignificantflat
shapedmail volumeseachyear;approximately49 billion in FiscalYear 1999. Of that volume, lastyear
only 43 percentwaspreparedto the carrierroutelevel leavinga considerableprocessingworkload.
Opticalcharacterorbar codereadersprocessedabout42 percentof thenoncarrierroutevolumeon
automatedmail processingequipment. Approximately18 percentwaskeyedmanuallyand40 percent
wasprocessedin othermanualoperations.Giventhe costsof manualprocessing,the AFSM 100presents
a significantopportunityfor operationalcostsavings. Manualflats processingcostsabout$70 per
thousandandmanualkeyingabout$50perthousandpieces,comparedto a projectedcostof under$20
per thousandpiecesfor processingon theAFSM 100.

With the introductionof the AFSM 100 in 2000andthe Optical CharacterReaderfor theFlat Sorting
Machine(FSM) 1000 in 2001,we arepositionedto processall flat shapedmail in automation.The first
buy of AFSM I OOs will provideaddedcapacityfor full machineflat processing.A secondbuy of AFSM
lOOs,plannedfor nextyear,will replaceFSM 881sin their current locations. Secondbuysavingswill
deriveboth from replacementof FSM 881sin their currentplantsandfrom re-deploymentof theFSM to
smallersitesnowrelying on manualoperations.The additionof automatedflat feedersto theFSM 88l’s
and 1000’salsowill increasethe productivityof that existingequipment

As always,actualsavingsaredependentupon field sites’ ability to fully utilize mail processingequipment
andcapturepositionsavings.Fieldsitesmust:

• Maximize AESM 100 operatingwindowsto 20 hoursperday.
• Maintain full utilization of existingFSM 8Slsand l000s.
• Identify employeeimpactin postoffices andplantsandwithhold positionsin preparationfor impact.
• Review,abolish,or revertpositionsno longerneededdueto increasedAFSM productivities.

.
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• Review current flat mail preparationmethods and change as necessaryto assuretimely mail
availability forprocessingathigherAFSM throughputs.

• Train employees,supervisors,andcraft on the mostefficient methodsof flat preparation and machine
use.

This is asignificantoperationchangeandan opportunityto achievesavingsabovethepotentialidentified
in the Decision AnalysisReport. Weneedyour concertedefforts to achievedesiredcostsavingsand
promoteserviceimprovementsfor our flat customers.

/5/

WalterO’Tormey
Manager

cc: Mr. Barranca
Managers,th-PlantSupport(Areas)
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

This document establishes guidelines and procedures for the processing of flat mail on
the Automated Flat Sorting Machine 100 (AFSM 100). These operating procedures will
support the corporate goal of supplying our customers with competitively priced
products, while providing reliable and consistent service. When properly implemented,
these procedures provide processing operations personnel the tools necessary to
achieve the targeted savings for the AFSM 100. In order to remain competitive we must
drive down our processing costs and improve service performance.

SCOPE

The Postal Service is taking advantage of the latest flats processing technology
available in order to keep operating costs down and maintain stable rates. By
automating the flats mail stream the Postal Service will be able to improve service and
create a win-win situation for itself and its customers. By using the information provided
in this document, as well as other tools and documents referenced, a standardized flats
processing strategy based on the success of the letter mail automation program can be
developed and implemented. This will help ensure the projected savings and service
improvements are achieved.

Effective implementation of a standardized flats processing strategy will drive down
processing costs. It will move mail from manual processing operations at a FY 2000
cost of approximately $77.00 per 1,000 pieces processed to the most efficient
automated operation costing approximately $13.00 per 1,000 pieces processed. An
effective strategy will also eliminate delayed mail volumes that result in poor service
performance and unacceptable customer satisfaction scores.

BACKGROUND

The Postal Service awarded a contract to Rapistan Systems for the purchase of 175
Phase I AFSM 1 OOs in order to provide field operations with enough automated
processing capacity to virtually eliminate the manual processing of flats. Deployment
began in the spring of 2000 with the first production machine deployed to St. Paul, MN
and is scheduled to be completed by January 2001. Phase II deployment of an
additional 364 AFSM 1 OOs is scheduled to begin in January 2001. The Phase II
machines will displace existing flat sorting equipment in order to put in place a more
efficient method of flats processing.

In an effort to take advantage of this new equipment and to promote a successful flats
- .~ processing strategy, Headquarters appointed a PCES Manager to the position of

Executive Program Director of Next Generation Flats Sorting Machines. The Systems
Integration Support group in Processing Operations at headquarters assigned a position
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to coordinate and share information relative to the AFSM 100. The Area In-Plant
Support group assigned personnel to function as AFSM 100 coordinators to aid in the
dissemination of information to field personnel and to coordinate Area policies relative to
flats processing.

This document is intended to establish performance expectations for the AFSM 100 and
to communicate the AFSM 100 flats processing strategy necessary for the successful
implementation of the AFSM 100 program. In addition, it will assist managers in the
field with standardizing the processing of flat mail. It is not intended to be an operation-
by-operation level standard operating procedure document. Operation level SOPs must
be developed on a site basis in order to reflect local situations.

The following actions will aid the Postal Service in reaching its goals for flats
processing.

• Maximize AFSM 100 Utilization
• Optimize FSM 881 (FMOCR 1881) Utilization
• Optimize FSM 1000 Utilization
• Improve All Flat Mail Productivities
• Move Flat Mail Up the Ladder
• Reduce Delayed Flat Mail Volumes to Zero
• Identify and Implement Action Plans for Employee Impacts

. Tools that have been developed and are available to aid the field in accomplishing the
above include:

• Video Coding System (VCS) Staffing Model
• Flats Processing Cost Comparison Model
• Processing Priorities and Mail Flow Document
• AFSM 100 Support Guide
• Training Videos

• Automated Flat Sorting Machine Introduction and Operations
Overview — produced by Systems Process Integration

• AFSM 100 Mail Preparation and Sweeping — produced by Systems
Process Integration

• AFSM 100 Fiber Optic Cable Installation — produced by Maintenance
Management

• AFSM 100 Feeder Station Operator Training — produced by Northrup
Grumman

• Operations Training Courses
• Supervisor/Operator Train-the-Trainer course 50580-00
• Keyer Train-the-Trainer course 50581-00
• Supervisor Training course 50582-00
• Operator Training course 50583-00 -

• Data Conversion Operator (DCO) Training course 50584-00
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• Maintenance Training Courses
• AFSM 100 w/OCR/VCS System Maintenance course 55601-15
• AFSM 100 Maintenance course 55601-31

Information on where to acquire the videos can be obtained from your Area AFSM 100
Coordinator. His/her name and phone number is provided in Attachment 1. Information
relative to the training courses listed above can be obtained from your local Training
department.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF DIFFERENT MANAGEMENT LEVELS

Management at all levels is responsible for the successful implementation and operation
of programs that enable the Postal Service to meet its corporate goals and objectives.

HEADQUARTERS

Operations Planning and Processing in conjunction with other Headquarters
functional groups establish the corporate strategy for flats processing. They assist other
Headquarters and Headquarters Field Unit organizations in preparing technical aspects
of policies, publications, and procedures that relate to the processing of flat mail on all
equipment. They work with Area offices to coordinate the movement of flats processing
equipment to locations that will provide the most efficient utilization of equipment. They
also establish corporate performance goals that must be met in order to declare the
corporate strategy a success.

Maintenance Policies and Programs, Engineering develops national maintenance
policies and procedures regarding maintenance employees working on flat mail
processing equipment. They establish procedures to maintain the equipment in good
condition and coordinate with Employee Development and Safety and Risk
Management to establish maintenance related training.

AREAS

The Manager, Operations Support (MOS) is responsible for coordinating the functions
under his/her control to ensure the successful implementation of the flats processing
strategy. The MOS ensures that other functional organizations within the Area are
involved and provide assistance in reaching the Area goals and objectives.

The Manager, In-Plant Support (MIPS) is responsible for establishing and coordinating
the necessary policies and procedures within his/her respective Area for the successful
implementation of the flats processing strategy. The MIPS is also responsible for
establishing Area performance goals that will ensure the corporate performance goals
can be met or exceeded. -
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The Manager, Maintenance Support (MMS) is responsible for assuring national
Maintenance procedures; and the Integrated Logistics System Plan (ILSP) are clearly
communicated to field sites within the area integral to the MOS and MIPS. The MMS
must ensure that Engineering Maintenance procedures including daily preventive
maintenance requirements are implemented and included when Area goals and
objectives are established.

DISTRICT

The Manager, Human Resources is responsible for ensuring policies and procedures
are in place to aid impacted employees. He/she is also responsible for working with
other functional organizations within the district to ensure these policies and procedures
are properly implemented. The Manager, Human Resources ensures that proper action
is taken to implement staffing reductions so that the savings associated with the AFSM
100 deployment will be realized. The Manager, Human Resources is also responsible
for assisting operations with the testing, training, and posting of all AFSM 100 positions,
including DCOs.

Managers, Operations Programs Support (MOPS) and Managers Post Office
Operations (MPOO) must work with the MIPS and host plants to determine which
customer service offices and which mail volumes will be centralized. They should help
determine the priority order for automating these offices and implement plans to capture
the savings, reduce work hours and when appropriate reduce complement.

PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION CENTER I FACILITY

The Plant Manager is responsible for coordinating the necessary functions under
his/her control to ensure the Area goals are attained and the corporate fIats processing
strategy is successfully implemented.

The Manager, In-Plant Support (MIPS) is responsible for establishing and
implementing local policies and procedures that support the Area and corporate flats
processing strategy. The MIPS should also establish, post, and track local performance
to ensure Area and corporate goals are met. Local Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) containing site specific information should be developed to provide localized
operating guidelines for operations supervisors.

The Manager, Maintenance is responsible for ensuring that sufficient personnel are
trained and that proper maintenance is being performed on flats processing equipment.
This equipment must be kept in good working condition and available to ensure there is
no impediment to meeting performance goals. The maintenance must be performed
within specified windows to ensure operations can meet their processing plans.
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Managers, Distribution Operations (MDO) and Supervisors, Distribution
Operations (SDO) are responsible for ensuring that personnel are properly trained and
available to operate the AFSM 100. SDOs are responsible for managing both the
AFSM 100 and its associated Video Coding System operation. Operations managers
are responsible for ensuring a safe working environment is provided. They, are also
responsible for meeting the operational performance goals set by their local office,
which will ensure Area and corporate goals are met.
Supervisors, Distribution Operations assigned to manage the operation of the
AFSM 100 on a daily basis are responsible for:

• assuring the safety of all employees reporting to them,
• staffing the operation with the correct number of operators,

monitoring ofthe operators to ensure efficient operation of the machine,
staffing of the Video Coding System efficiently,

• determining the amount and type of mail to be run on the machine,
• ensuring proper equipment is available for the operation of the AFSM 100,
• checking the quality of DCO operation through the use of Keyer Performance

Evaluation Review System (KPERS),
• ensuring correctly processed mail is dispatched to the next operation or out of the

facility in timely fashion.

AFSM 100CHARACTERISTiCS

Although this section explains the physical characteristics of the AFSM 100, it is
important to keep in mind that the AFSM 100 is intended to be utilized as a system
when combined with its’ video coding capabilities. Information on the Video Coding
System (VCS) is provided later in this document. —

The AFSM 100 can process all FSM 881 size mail and
has three high-speed feeders that are capable of
feeding two flat mail pieces each second. That
translates into a maximum throughput rate of 21,600
pieces fed per hour. However, due to the physical
characteristics of flat mail, it is not possible to sustain
the maximum theoretical throughput. Therefore the
goal for “Run Hour” throughput has been set at
17,000 pieces fed per hour and the goal for
“Operational Hour” throughput has been set at
15,000 pieces fed per hour. Thorough testing of the
AFSM 100 has proven that the machine is certainly
capable of consistently achieving these goals. The “Run Hour” and “Operational
Hour” throughputs can be achieved on a daily basis if mail is prepared properly,
preventive maintenance is performed as scheduled, AFSM operators and
supervisory personnel are properly trained, and the operators pay attention to the
details of operating this machine.
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The AFSM 100 has 253 buckets that
have 3 pockets each. These 759
pockets are where flat mail pieces are
injected. The mail contained in these
pockets circulates around the
transport section (carousel) of the
AFSM 100 and falls into one of the 120
flat trays that serve as sortation bins
for the machine. When full, the trays
are pulled out onto a powered take-away
conveyor. The take-away conveyor
transports the trays to a powered buffer
conveyor and extendable skate wheel system at the end of the machine where they can
be placed into containers for dispatch. The take-away conveyor can also be connected
to a Tray Management System (TMS).

The AFSM 100 has Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and Bar Code Reader (BCR)
capability that allows it to read an address or bar code to determine the proper sort
location. The following are BCR/OCR read rates by mail type and should be
considered average performance expectations. Note: These rates do not include
the mail that is processed by the DCO5 in the VCS room.

First Class Flats-

OGP, MMP, SCF: 80-85%

Incoming Secondary: 75%
Periodicals, Standard A

All Sort Plans: 93-97%

SAVINGS

Budgeted savings for the AFSM 100 are typically expressed in annual work hours that
must be saved for each machine deployed. For the first 175 machines purchased the
amount of work hours that must be saved per machine are determined on a site by site
basis by Area In-Plant Support personnel. All sites may not be required to capture the
same amount of savings per machine. Some sites will obviously be better able than
others to capture more savings due to such things as mail mix and volume. However,
all sites will be required to capture the maximum amount of savings available to them
based on their own mail mix and volume.

Another way to view saving~for the AFSM 100 is to examine the costs associated with

not
utilizing the machine to its fullest capabilities. For every minute one of the

individual feeders is not feeding mail at a run hour throughput rate of 17,000, the
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opportunity to process 94 pieces of mail is lost. The national average fully loaded
cost per work hour in FY 2000 for a PS-5 manual clerk was $31.27 and for a PS-4 mail
processor was $26.28. To process 94 pieces of mail at a manual productivity rate
of 406 TPH would cost $7.24 calculated as follows

((94 I 406 TPH) * $31.27)

To process 94 pieces of mail at an AFSM 100 productivity rate of 3000 TPH would
cost $0.82 calculated as follows

((94 I 3,000 TPH) * $26.28)

Based on the difference in processing costs you can easily understand the importance
of keeping the machine running at its fullest capacity.

In order to effectively communicate the expected savings to field personnel a Microsoft
Excel based model (example — Attachment 2) was developed. The model allows a site
to determine the least costly processing mode by simulating processing by machine
type. The simulations are based on local variables such as productivity, read rate, and
cost per work hour. The model should be used with local and/or Area performance
criteria to determine the savings that can be obtained based on which processing
equipment is utilized. The “Cost Model” was distributed on a compact disc to each
P&DC/F and In-Plant Support person who attended the Area AFSM 100 Orientations
held during the spring of 2000. If your site does not have a copy of this model you
should contact your Area AFSM 100 coordinator. Attachment 1 lists the Area
Coordinators names, addresses, and phone numbers.

PROCESSINGand DISTRIBUTION CENTER/FACILITY OPERATIONS

With the deployment of the AFSM 100, additional machine capacity becomes available
that must be optimized by properly managing mail flow. The AFSMIOO processes
mail approximately 2 - 3 times faster than the FMOCRJ88I and each machine is
intended to be utilized 20 hours per day. Given these parameters current patterns of
processing should be reviewed to ensure the most efficient use of all flat sorting
equipment. Operations managers need to continuously determine the availability of
mail by type and class and process it on the equipment that will result in the lowest
processing cost per piece.

I
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A goal of 6,000,000 pieces of mail fed per AFSM 100 per accounting period (AP)
has been set by Headquarters Processing Operations. To illustrate the ease with
which the AP goal can be achieved, the following calculation is provided —

(15,000 pieces fed per hour throughput for 20 hours per day = 300,000 pieces fed per day)

(300,000 pieces fed per day for 20 days = 6,000,000 pieces fed per AP)

This example only assumes processing on 20 of the 28 days of an AP and a throughput
of 15,000 pieces fed per hour, so you can see there is plenty of room for exceeding the
Processing Operations goal.

In addition, the AFSM 100 was justified with the intention of moving 300,000 pieces of
manually processed flat mail up to the automation stream daily. This does not
mean the 300,000 pieces of mail must be processed on the AFSM 100 exclusively. It
does, however, mean that the mail should be removed from a manual operation and
processed in an automated or mechanized operation. You must also keep in mind that
utilization of existing equipment should not suffer at the expense of moving mail to the
AFSM 100, the volume of mechanized/automated flat mail should increase overall.
This mail will come from Function 4 operations in the StationslB ranches and
Associate Offices and Function 1 operations in the plant.

The above goal allows more than enough time for maintenance personnel to perform

the daily 2 hours and 35 minutes of preventive maintenance tasks required to keep theAFSM 100 in optimal operating condition. The “slack time” that is allowed in the AP
calculation also provides ample time for maintenance personnel to perform weekly and
quarterly preventive maintenance on non-peak processing days. Maintenance
personnel should work with processing operations and In-Plant Support personnel to
determine the optimal time to perform scheduled maintenance. Under normal operating
conditions the preventive maintenance should be scheduled to be performed within a 3
hour maintenance window. However, you must keep in mind this maintenance window
will likely be extended for repairs that need to be made outside of the normal preventive
maintenance requirement.

A document titled “AFSM 100 Processing Priorities and Mail Flows” was created and
distributed through Area AFSM coordinators to aid in understanding the changes that
must be made to accommodate the movement of mail up the ladder. When used in
conjunction with the “Cost Model” employees will have a better understanding ofthe
reasons for making the changes required to implement a successful flats processing
strategy.

Additional operational tips are included as Attachment 3 to aid Processing and
Distribution personnel in reaching the established goals and projected savings for the
AFSM 100 program. -
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MANAGEMENT OPERATING DATA SYSTEM (MODS)

The Management Operating Data System (MODS) numbers to be used for the AFSM
100, Video Coding System operations and associated Mail Preparation operations are
as follows:

AFSM 100 PROCESSING LDC

Composite 3300 12
Outgoing Primary 331 12
Outgoing Secondary 332 12
Managed Mail Program 333 12
Sectional Center Facility 334 12
Incoming City Primary 335 12
Incoming Secondary 336 12
Box Mail 337 12
Incoming Non-Scheme 338 12
Reserved 339 12

Video Coding System LDC

Keying — Composite 3800 15
Keying — Career Employee 381 15
Keying — Transitional Employee 382 15

Mail Preparation for AFSM 100 LDC

Mail Preparation 035 17

Note: The Mail preparation operation for AFSM 100 includes the following activities and
is limited to workhours associated with mail prep for the AFSM 100.

• Removal of strapping/banding on flat trays or bundles destined for the AFSM
100

• Removal of polywrap on flat bundles destined for the AFSM 100
• Loading of Flat Mail Carts (FMC) and other types of rolling stock destined for

the AFSM 100
• Securing the mail on the FMC destined for the AFSM 100 area
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PROCESSING PRIORITIES

As was pointed out in the beginning of this document, mail processing supervisors
should maximize the use of AFSM lOOs in order to realize the savings associated with
the machine and to improve service performance for our customers. Therefore, if there
is insufficient volume to support the concurrent use of all types of equipment, the
AFSM 100 should be the processing mode of choice.

Processing schedules by machine type should be developed well in advance of
receiving an AFSM 100 to determine exactly when each piece of equipment will be
run and what type of mail will be run on each. These plans should be based on a
logical volume or flow based model such as Site Method for Evaluating Technological
Alternatives (Site META) or the Flats Automation Requirements Model (FARM). The
plan should also be based on eliminating manually processed flat volumes and a
productivity improvement for all flat operations in general.

The machine’s high throughput rate makes the AFSM 100 the machine of choice for
large volume runs. Low volume runs that require multiple sweeps during a tour will
result in costly downtime. The AFSM 100 should be utilized first to process large
volume runs of Standard A or Periodical mails while utilizing the FMOCR (881) for
lower volume runs. Processing operations managers should request the
assistance of In-Plant Support personnel to determine when and what types of
mail should be processed on all flat sorting machines. This plan should include a
priority ranking of mail types by machine type so that if a given machine type is
not available, supervisors will have a backup plan to implement. Again, the
determination should be based on reducing costs and improving service.

In addition to determining a plan of which mail type to run when, In-Plant Support
personnel should design the sort plans used on the AFSM 100 to be efficient for the
operators. This includes assigning high-density separations to the high numbered bins
on each side of the machine (ie. bins 45 — 60 on the front and bins 110 — 119 on the
back). This allows the operator on the side of the machine with bins 1 through 60 to
spend most of his/her sweeping time closer to the buffer conveyor, thus making it more
efficient for the operator to clear the full trays from the conveyor into mail transport
equipment. By assigning the high-density bins to the high numbered bins on the
backside of the machine, the operator will be closer to the feeders and therefore able to
clear injector jams quicker if this is the injector jam clearing method preferred by the
site. This reduces the time that a feeder is down due to an injector jam. This design
also provides more time for an image to be keyed by a DCO before it reaches its
destination bin, assuming the mail pieces that can’t be read by the BCR/OCR are of the
same density as those that are readable. This is not the only way a sort plan could be
designed. However, other layouts should take into account all aspects of efficiency
when they are not designed as indicated here.

Another

time saving tip that aids in maximizing machine throughput is to have the

operators feeding the AFSM 100 cooperate in clearing injector jams. When this method
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is used, the high-density bins should not be assigned to the high numbered bins on the
backside of the machine. The high-density bins should be assigned to the lower
numbered bins on the back side of the machine so the sweeper can assist in clearing
trays from the buffer rollers. In order to explain this method an example of clearing an
injector jam on feed station #2 is used. EXAMPLE: When the injector jam.occurs on
feeder # 2, the operator on feeder # 1 is notified. The operator on feeder # 1 moves to
the injector for feeder # 2 and clears the injector jam while the operator on feeder # 2
moves to feeder # 1 to keep it loaded with mail while the jam on feeder # 2 is being
cleared by K

operator# 1.
When the jam has
been cleared the
operator for
feeder # 2 moves
back to feeder # 2
and immediately
starts the feeder.
The operator for
feeder # 1 returns
to feeder # 1.
This method will
work for injector
jams on any of the
feeders without
interrupting the
loading, feeding,
and running of the
feeders that are still in operation. It maximizes machine throughput and allows better
utilization of the operators time.

A site should determine which of the two recommended injector jam clearing methods is
most efficient for their site, or within their site by tour, and ensure consistent utilization of
that method to avoid confusion as to which operator is responsible for clearing injector
jams.

Due to the unique capability of the AFSM100 to allow keying and sorting of non-
BCR/OCR readable mail (in near-real time), virtually all mail fed is successfully sorted.
However, since the AFSM 100 does not spray a bar code or ID tag on the mail, the
BCR/OCR non-reads must be keyed at all levels of subsequent processing on the
AFSM 100. It is important to remember that the mail piece (represented by an image)
that requires processing by a Data Conversion Operator (DCO) is mixed in the same
tray as those pieces read by the OCR or BCR. Therefore, if the mail flows to an
operation other than an AFSM 100 operation it should be processed in an FMOCR
operation. It is also important to note that if a determination is made to run the 1AFSM
100 in BCR/OCR only mode and not key non-readable mail, the supervisor must access
the machine configuration screen to change the processing mode.

CO.~TROL
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The Processing Priority Chart (Attachment 4) should be used as the guide for
determining the priority of where to process mail from different flat mail operations. This
chart also provides the correct Content Identification Numbers (CINs) to be used with
the implementation of the AFSM 100.

OPERATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Based on the knowledge gained from implementing the letter mail automation program,
operations personnel at all levels agree that an effective and on-going “Operational
Maintenance” program is as important to the success of this program as well as regular
scheduled maintenance. Operational maintenance as defined herein means:
• the maintenance that occurs during the normal processing of mail
• the unscheduled observations that maintenance personnel make while observing a

piece of equipment runhing mail
• the time that a maintenance person takes to make minor adjustments or investigate

a strange sound during a break or lunch period when the machine is not running and
can be “tweaked” or

• the time spent cleaning the OCR camera lens in between runs.

There are other tasks that good maintenance personnel perform on a regular basis that

are equally as important. The point is that just having a maintenance person stationednearby instead of at the other end of the workroom floor or even on a different floor can
save precious processing time when the machine is down or not operating to its fullest
potential.
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AFSM 100OPERATORS

STAFFING

The appropriate positions for staffing the AFSM 100 operations are the Mail Processor,
PS-4, for machine operation, and the Data Conversion Operator (DCO), PS-4, for image
keying tasks. For contractual purposes, Plants receiving AFSM lOOs will establish
dependent Remote Encoding Centers (RECs) within the Plant for image keying and
adhere to the work rules, staffing mix, and work standards previously established for the
RECs.

Staffing for the AFSM 100 is:

• 3 operators for loading
• 2 operators for sweeping
• DCOs as needed, based on image generation rate

It is important to note that the sweeper operators on this machine are also responsible
for removing the flat trays conveyed to the extendable buffer/conveyor at the end of the
machine. In offices that do not have the AFSM 100 connected to a Tray Management
System (TMS) the trays must be removed from the extendable buffer/conveyor and
placed in mail transport equipment for either dispatch or relocation to another area on
the workroom floor. If additional personnel are assigned this task, the savings
attributed to the AFSM 100 will be decreased. If proper staffing is in place for
operation of the AFSM 100 the “Utilization Goal” of 20 hours of processing per day
will provide savings in excess of those required to meet the budgeted workhour savings.

When a run has been completed, it is recommended that all operators (feeders and
sweepers) be assigned particular duties to sweep the machine, dispatch the trays, and
change over to the next run or operation as quickly as possible. This change over
function can be accomplished in as little as 3 to 5 minutes if performed properly.
However, it has been observed that, when not properly performed o.r supervised, a
change over can take much longer.

See Attachment 5 for recommended Sweep Down procedures.

TRAINING

Postal personnel that attend the contractor provided or related USPS provided Train-
the-Trainer courses are responsible for ensuring operators and supervisors are
sufficiently trained to accomplish the tasks assigned them. The major difference
between this machine and other fiat sorting machines is that the AFSM 100 is not
an operator-paced machine. This difference is what makes poor technique highly I
visible and quickly evident when observed by someone who understands what the
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machine is capable of doing. In order to get the best throughput possible from the
machine, operators must be properly trained on how to feed and sweep the AFSM
100.

Supervisors should be properly trained on how to monitor correct operation of the AFSM
100 system (including the VCS operation) through interpretation of system information
and report data in addition to the physical operation aspects of the machine. A poorly or
improperly trained supervisor will not realize the AFSM 100 operation is not being run
efficiently.

Personnel responsible for training supervisors and operators should observe the people
they have trained for a reasonable amount of time after training is completed in order to
determine if the training was effective and sufficient.

As indicated in the savings section above, it is very important to keep the AFSM 100
fully utilized. Emphasis should be placed on the operator training provided by postal
service Train-the-Trainers and include the viewing of videos developed by the
contractor. The videos demonstrate the proper method for feeding and sweeping the
machine. In addition, there are two other very informative videos that discuss and
demonstrate the proper feeding and sweeping methods for the machine and mail
preparation methods that were developed by Systems Process Integration, Engineering.
If you do not have these videos you should contact your Area AFSM coordinator.

A brief synopsis of the available training courses and materials is presented inAttachment 6 for your information.

VIDEO CODING SYSTEM (VCS)

The VCS provides the functionality required to key mail piece images that could not be
finalized or sorted by the BCRIOCR on the AFSM 100. The VCS consists of a
supervisor workstation and eight Data Conversion Operator (DCO) stations or
Video Display Terminals (VDT5) per machine. The VCS is connected to the AFSM
100 via a fiber optic cable and images are transmitted from the AFSM 100 to the VCS
room for processing by DCO5 in near real time. THE IMAGES ARE NOT BUFFERED
for processing at a later time, they remain in the system until they have been
processed by a DCO or until a pre-set re-circulation rate has been reached. The
re-circulation rate setting is very important and is discussed in more detail below.

DCOs are assigned by a supervisor to key images through interaction with the
supervisor workstation in the VCS room. The supervisor is also capable of monitoring
the performance of the DCO5 through this workstation. It is important to note that
there is replication of the VCS software functions at the AFSM supervisors’ desk
located next to the AFSM. The supervisor can monitor the DCOs from this station as
if he/she were actually in the VCS room. A monitor that is connected to cameras in the
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VCS room also aids the supervisor in ensuring the safety of DCOs and determining the
status of the VCS room.

A staffing model (Example - Attachment 7) was developed to aid in the determination of
proper staffing in the VCS room. The model uses machine throughput, BCR/OCR
accept rate, and a DCO keying rate to determine the average hourly staffing for the
VCS function. The model is an Excel based spreadsheet and very easy to use. It has
been distributed to the Area AFSM coordinators. If you do not have the model contact
your coordinator.

Careful consideration should be given to the staffing of the VCS room. It is not
productive or cost efficient to attempt to staff the VCS operation in a continuous fashion
with a constant number of DCOs since BCRIOCR read rates can vary widely. In fact,
when image volume projections indicate a need for one or less keyers (DCOs) as is
indicated for the “MMPA Input Code” circled on Attachment 7 it is possible that it is not
efficient to staff the VCS operation at all. A review of what the cost would be to process
a small volume of non-readable mail in another operation should be performed to
determine whether or not to staff the VCS operation. Another approach to processing
this small volume of mail would be to stage it for processing on the AFSMNCS at a time
during the operation when the requirement for DCOs would be greater than one.

The following should be considered normal operating parameters for the VCS:

• finalization rate of 95% for all Images,

• VCS Productivity of 1000 Images per console hour for all mail types except
Incoming Secondary,

• 3 to 5 Keystrokes Per Image (KPI) for all mail types except Incoming

Secondary,

• VCS Productivity of 750 Images per console hour for Incoming Secondary,

• 8 to 10 Keystrokes Per Image (KPI) for Incoming Secondary.

DATA CONVERSION OPERATORS (DCO5)

Plant Remote Encoding Centers (RECs) are part of the national REC network. Under
the Memorandum of Understanding with the American Postal Workers Union dated
November 3rd 1993, the network mandates use of a ratio of 30 percent career work
hours to 70 percent Transitional Employee (TE) work hours. This ratio is based on a
national annual percentage of workhours in ALL RECs supporting both letter
RBCS operations and the AFSM 100 operation nationwide. Area office personnel
are responsible for making allocations, monitoring and maintaining the 30 I 70
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ratio in total for all REC sites within their area of responsibility. The Area ratio
does not have to be maintained on a plant-by-plant basis.

Career DCOs may be used to perform other level 4 duties for which they are qualified
within the host Plant, when there is insufficient image volume to keep them,gainfully
employed keying images in the VCS room.

REC TEs who are scheduled to work and report are guaranteed two hours of work or
pay. Notethat REC TE use is justified under the REC agreementnot the TE I
agreement.THEREFORE, REC TE USE IS LIMITED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PLANT
REC AND THEY MAY NOT BE USED, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, IN OTHER
OPERATIONS IN THE PLANT. Failure to maintain a minimum of 30% career work
hours nationally or failure to restrict REC TEs to work within the REC video
coding room has the potential for incurring significant penalties. Casualsmay
not beusedin the RECs.

Clarification of or additional information relative to the REC or TE 1 agreements can be
obtained from your local Labor Relations office. References or interpretations contained
herein are not intended to alter the meaning of the agreements and do not constitue
change to the negotiated agreements.

Data Conversion Operators who successfully pass the keyer training for the AFSM
program are expected to maintain minimum standards. Those standards have been set
at 7,150 keystrokes per hour with a 98% accuracy rate. This should translate into
roughly 1,000 images per hour for all mail operations other than incoming
secondary. For incoming secondary it should translate into a minimum of 750
images per hour. Keyer Performance Evaluation Review (KPER) software is used to
monitor 000 performance. Supervisors should run a minimum of one 25 piece keying
sample per week per DCO to ensure quality distribution. Note: For more information on
KPER, read the Keyer Performance Evaluation Review Procedures that are part of the
MOU between the APWU and the USPS. Your local Labor Relations representative
should have the document.

In the interest of employee health and safety, it is important for DCOs to observe a work
break schedule, as previously agreed to by the union and management. These are
ergonomic breaks, therefore, employees will not rotate to alternate task assignments
during these rest periods. Management should encourage, but not require ergonomic
exercises to be performed during break periods.

A typical eight-hour tour for a 000 would usually follow the pattern described below and
consist of ergonomic breaks in addition to the normal lunch period. The following
example illustrates an interim break schedule for DCOs.
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1st Hour 55 minutes of keying 5minutesof ergonomictime

~ Hour 55 minutes of keying 5 minutesofergonomictime
3

rd Hour 5 minutesof ergonomictime 55 minutes of keying

4th Hour 5 minutesof ergonomictime 55 minutes of keying

Lunch

5
th Hour 55 minutes of keying 5minutesof ergonomictime

6th Hour 55 minutes of keying 5 minutesof ergonomictime

7
th Hour 5minutesof ergonomictime 55 minutes of keying

~ Hour 5 minutesof ergonomictime 55 minutes of keying

End of tour

Breaks for individual DCOs should be scheduled at varying times, where possible, to
avoid the creation of rejects. If varied break times are not used, relief DOOs should be
scheduled to avoid a complete shutdown of the VCS operation.

DCO TRAINING

The prerequisite for any person wishing to become a 000 is the passing of the Postal
Service Tests 710 and 714. After they have successfully passed the required tests, on
the clock training is provided.

Training hours for Computer Based Instructional Training (CBIT), up to 50 hours, are
included in a deferment period, along with up to 440 hours of productive distribution.
Bidders are awarded keying positions after successful completion of the deferment
period, which includes the requirement to meet training milestones.

In addition, the Postal Service will provide eight hours of Dataspan Training
(ergonomics related), and will provide a flats image recognition module to assist keyers
in moving from a training to production environment.

Attachment 6 provides the course numbers and additional information on the training

courses available for DCOs.

RECIRCULATION

The mail pieces represented by images sent to the VCS room continue to circulate in
the machine carousel until they are resolved or a pre-set re-circulation rate has been
met. This re-circulation rate is very important to the successful operation of the
machine and can adversely affect throughput of the machine if set too high. The
operational settings recommended are Zero (0) for the “VCS Waiting for Results”
(which allows 145 seconds to key an image if the Reject bin is bin 120), and One
(1) for the “Machine Re-circulation Value”.
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The combination of
these settings means
that a mail piece
awaiting VCS image
resolution will remain in
its bucket on the
carousel and begin re-
circulating if the image
resolution is not
available when the mail
piece is approximately
5 bins prior to its
intended destination bin
on its’ first pass around
the machine.

If no sortation result is available from the VCS operation after the first pass around the
machine (when the occupied bucket reaches bin 120), the mail piece becomes a
“Timeout”. Mail pieces that become “Timeouts” will fall in the bin/tray assigned for
timeouts on their second pass around the carousel. This mail must then be re-handled
either on the AFSM or in some other flats processing operation.

The machine Re-circulation setting of 1 allows mail that has a valid BCR/OCR or VCS
result on its first pass around the carousel to re-circulate if it cannot be dropped
because the destination tray is full or not present. If the destination bin is still not
available on the second pass, the mail piece will re-circulate a third time in order to drop
in the bin designated as “Recycle Rejects” which is normally the mechanical reject bin.
If a reject bin is full, a piece of mail destined for the reject bin will continue to recirculate
in the machine taking up space that could otherwise be used for successful sortation of
mail. It is very important to sweep full bins in a timely fashion to avoid the unnecessary
re-circulation of mail.

It is possible for the supervisor to set the re-circulation setting up to 5 re-
circulations. However, if re-circulation is set higher than 1, and the DCOs can not keep
up with the demand for keying, throughput on the AFSM is adversley impacted. A direct
correlation can be drawn between the buckets occupied by re-circulating mail and a
reduction in AFSM 100 throughput.

Caution should also be exercised to ensure the AFSM 100 is not overloaded with non-
BCR/OCR readable mail. This will cause excessive recirculation if the non-readable
mail being fed exceeds the keying rate of the DCO5. One circumstance that could
produce such a situation is the flowing of a large volume of rejects from an FSM 881
OCR to an AFSM operation within a short time frame. If rejects are flowed to the AFSM
100 they should be paced or metered to avoid excessive recirculation of the mail on the
AFSM~100.

SYSTEM
CONTROL
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MAIL PREPARATION

Preparing mail to be fed on the AFSM 100 in an efficient and timely manner is a very
important step in achieving the established throughput goals. The fact that the AFSM
100, with automatic feeders, processes mail 2 to 3 times faster than the FSM 881
makes this issue very visible.

Eighteen (18) newly designed Flat
Mail Carts 1228 (FMC5) are
deployed with each of the AFSM
lOOs. The FMC holds over 3,000
flats, has brakes and lockable
wheels, is 46” wide X 56” long and
is approximately 54” high when
loaded and 72” high when empty.
The FMCs should be utilized to the
maximum extent possible for the
feeding of the AFSM 100. Loading
the AFSM 100 from the FMC has
proven to be much more efficient
than trying to load the AFSM 100
from other types of equipment
alone. Postal personnel working in
mail preparation operations
responsible for preparing mail for
the AFSM 100 should load mail into
the FMCs whenever possible and
practical to minimize the number of
handlings required to process mail.
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However, mail that is received in flat mail trays can be taken to
the AFSM 100 feeders to supplementthe feeding of mail from
the FMCs. The flat mail in the trays does not have to be removed
from the flat trays and placed into the FMCs prior to feeding. As
long as the operator can reasonably determine the bound edge
of the mail without allowing theAFSM 100feederto run outof
mail, then the operators should load directly from the flat trays
in addition to loading from the FMC. The flat tray rack designed
for holding trays of flat mail at the feed station is
intended to make it easier for operators to
extract mail from the trays for loading on the
AFSM 100.

The percent of unfaced mail in these flat trays should be monitored
and should not be exceptionally high in order for this to be efficient.
Rather than incur the additional mail preparation hours, it is more
efficient and less costly to re-feed a reasonable amount of unfaced
mail. In-Plant support personnel should assist in determining the
break-even percentage if a supervisor needs assistance in making
this determination.

As
more AFSM 1 OOs are deployed the amount of misfaced mail in the MMP mail stream

will decrease. In addition, it is important to ensure the DCOs that key images while
running MMP are aware of and properly trained how to use the “Misfaced” key on their
keyboard.

Based on observations, it is estimated that it takes approximately 30 minutes for one
person to fill a FMC. If the throughput rate on the AFSM 100 is 15,000 pieces per hour
and the average volume of mail in a FMC is 3,000 pieces, then the supervisor should
plan on having 5 FMCs of prepared mail available for every hour of processing. This of
course assumes that only mail from FMCs is being processed. If the operation is being
supplemented by mail in trays, the requirement will be less mail prepared in FMCs per
hour. Supervisors should also ensure that workhours for personnel preparing mail for
processing on the AFSM 100 are properly charged to MODS operation 035. The
particular tasks associated with operation 035 are identified in the MODS section on
page 15 of this document.

When placing mail in the FMC the mail should be placed in each of the four sections
evenly so that the weight of the mail is evenly distributed and causes the FMC cartridge
to lower to an ergonomically correct height automatically as it was designed to do. The
mail should be placed into the FMC with the bound edge to the right and the address
facing up to facilitate proper and efficient loading by the operators at the feeders.

The removal of mail from the FMC is equally imp~rtantfor safety reasons. The
operators feeding the AFSM 100 should remove the mail from each of the four sections
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of the FMC evenly so that the weight of the mail is evenly distributed and causes the
FMC cartridge to rise to an ergonomically correct height automatically.

The Systems Integration Support group is in the process of evaluating various methods
and equipment for use in the preparation of flat mail for the AFSM 100. When their
evaluations are complete, a recommendation will be made relative to alternative
equipment and practices to use for preparing flat mail.

Flat Mail Carts were not designed to be “over the road” mail transport equipment
containers. They were designed to remain within a facility. Issues that must be
addressed before a FMC will be considered for “over the road” transport include: how
to keep the mail from falling out of the FMCs during transportation, how to secure the
carts from movement during transportation, and how to load/unload the containers on to
and off of trucks without damaging the cushions on the wheels. These cushions were
designed to reduce the amount of force required to push the containers and would lose
their effectiveness if damaged by loading and unloading from trucks

A safety issue that all mail preparation
personnel involved with the movement of
FMCs should be made aware of is the fact
that no more than three (3) FMCs should
be towed at any one time.
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ATTACHMENT I

AFSM 100AREA COORDINATORS

Name Area Office PhoneNumber

RobertPrince AlleghenyArea 412-494-2549
DamonManz AlleghenyArea 412-494-2588
JugBedi CapitalMetro Area 301-548-1407
PatriciaDavis GreatLakesArea 630-539-4752
StephenBond Mid-Atlantic Area 703-824-5083
Daryl Ashbacher Mid-WestArea 314-692-5313
JimMartin New York Metro Area 718-321-5754
Bill Boughton NortheastArea 860-285-7162
Ron Grady NortheastArea 860-285-7213
Brad Fulton Pacific Area 650-635-3042
DennisK. Smith SoutheastArea 901-747-7450
Larry Kintner SoutheastArea 901-747-7637
MelisaMcCrea SouthwestArea 214-819-8618
GaryHegstad WesternArea 303-313-5973
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ATTACHMENT 2

EXAMPLE OF COST MODEL

Note: The above picture does not show the entire cost comparison spr~adshe9t.
Due to size limitations it only shows a comparison of three machine types.
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ATTACHMENT 3

OPERATIONAL TIPS

Listed below are a few useful tips that operations personnel visiting production sites
have observed to be useful.

Manage and monitor the VCS room using the remote Video Control Console
(VCC) and the video monitor at the AFSM 100 supervisors’ desk instead of
making frequent trips to the VCS room. This allows the supervisor to manage
the entire system from one location. Performance monitoring of the entire VCS,
individual 000s, and editing tasks can all be performed at the remote VCC.

Refer to the SF5 Sort Plan documentation included on the AFSM 100 CD
provided at Area AFSM 100 Orientations for many tips and suggestions for
setting up special bins and high-density bins on the machine. It is more efficient
to combine low volume zones into one super sort plan than to create separate
sort plans for a group of zones to be run simultaneously. By using the super sort
plan method, runtime will be increased and down time will be minimized.

Have the operator for feeder 1 clear all jams at injectors 1, 2,and 3. The operator
whose feeder has the jam can move down and fill in for operator I at feeder 1.
The benefit of this approach to clearing injector jams is that the sweeper on the
backside of the AFSM 100 can concentrate on sweeping duties and clearing full
trays from the backside of the machine. It also minimizes downtime of the
feeders and the machine by minimizing the response time to clear an injector
jam. The operator at console 1 must be alert to injector jams for feeders 2 and 3
in addition to injector jams on feeder 1. Proper training and an alert operator will
make this method a success.

If you choose to use the method for clearing injector jams described above, your
sort programs should have the high-density bins placed at the end of the
machine farthest from the feeders. This puts the sweepers at the same end of
the machine as the buffer/conveyor where the trays accumulate prior to being
swept into containers.

The bin assigned for Mechanical Rejects may also contain other reject
categories. The sort plan developer has the option to isolate any of the reject
categories for diagnostic purposes or to create a more efficient operation.
However, before doing so, the developer should examine the reasons for
isolating the rejects into separate bins. They should make sure the additional
breakouts are justified since doing so reduces the number of sortation bins
available for distribution. The various reject catagories are described in the SFS
documentation for the AFSM 100.
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Below is a checklist that can be used as an aid in reviewing AFSM 100 1
operations.
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AFSM 100 COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST
POINT POINTS

~ DATE: YES NO VALUE EARNED
OPERATIONAL INDICATORS X

I Consistentachievementof throughputperhourgoals?

~3 VCS meeting national keying standards? 2

STAFFING
24 Is therea sufficientnumberof AFSM feeder& sweeperson the tour?

5
6

Are there enoughrelief people to run the AFSMs duringbreaks& lunches?
Is eachAFSM staffing limited to 5 people?

2
2

7
8

Are mail prep peopleassignedfor each AFSM?
Is there a proper number of qualified DCOs on the tour?

1
2

9 Are DCO breaks andergonomic timestaggeredto have proper coverage? 2
10 Is there maintenancecoveragefor all tours? 2

11
OPERATIONS

1Have all AFSM MDOs/SDOs been trained?
12 Have all AFSM feedersandsweepersbeen trained? I

13 Are sort plans for all run typesavailable? 2
14 Have processingpriorities by mail type been establishedfor eachAFSM? I

15 Is a scheduleshowing the mail type to be runon eachAFSM used? I

16 Are through-put goalsestablished& posted by tour? 2
17 HaveSOPsbeenwritten for eachtour? 2
18 Is workhour reporting verified? 2
19 Evidencedreduction in identified workhours? 2
20 Is there a Contingency Plan available? 2

~im~
— I

PROCESSING
1 Does MDO/SDO communicatewith the previous& next tour about the AFSM Operation?

22 Is tour transition smooth? 2
23 Do AFSM operators return from breaks andlunch promptly? I
24 Are rotations performed smoothly and timely? 1
25 Do AFSM operators wait to be relieved before leaving their assignment? 1
26 Are all AFSM operators in thecorrect operationnumber?

27 Are SDOsaware of correct sortplan usage? 2
28 Are duties of operator/feeder in compliancewith the National SOP? I
29 Feedersproperly loading mail & maintaining adequatevolume on feeding tables? I
30 Non-mach mail culled by feeders& faced in trays for downstream operations? I
31 Useof option 1 or 2 in National SOPconsistentasto who clearsinjector jams? 2
32 Are restarts done promptly after clearing jams? 2
33 Are feedersrunning out simultaneously? I
34 Is there enoughsweepsideequipment available during runs & full sweepdowns? I
35 Proper labeling of trays and TME containers? I
36 Are duties of operator/sweeper in compliancewith theSOP? 1
37 Are full bins swept promptly? 2

38 Mail for downstream operations dispatchedtimely? 1
39 Is thefull sweepdownprocedure performed as specifiedin the SOP? 2
40 After loading mail for next run, is the feeder helping with thesweepdown? I
41 Was all mail swept from all bins after eachrun? I
42 Are full sweepdownscompleted in 5 minutes? 2
43 Are label setsprinted for next run? 1
44 Are sort plan changeoversdone timely and smooth? I
45 Are sweeperslabeling tubs during next run?
46 Are productivity results posted by AFSM machinehourl

1~
?

I
2

Are imagesand/or keystrokesper hour monitored?

Are excessivejams being investigatedby maintenanceand supervisor?
9 Is the recirculation rate setat I?

2

2

I
50 Is the Recycle Ratemonitored? I

x
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—

.

5~1

58
59
60

MAIL PREP
Areall mail prepemployeestrained?
Are AFSM mail prepemployeesin operationnumber035?

61

Are the right amountof peoplein operation035?

62
63

Is mail beingpreppedin adesignatedareaandnot atthemachine?
Is propermailpreppedfor theupcomingtour?

64

Is snail thatcanby-passpreppingsentdirectly to theAFSM?

65

Is mail weighedinto thecorrectoperationnumber?

66

Is preppedmail stagedin designatedareas?

2

Is workhourusagetracked?
Are Nationalgoalsposted& attained?(Avg. 30 mm. to fill aFMC)

2

67

2

68

I

69

I

Are PM windowsPosted?

70

I

MAINTENANCE
Are PreventiveMaintenancewindowsestablished?

Is PM completionrateat 95% orgreater?

71

2

ArePM routereviewsbeingperformed?

72

2

Is theVCS roommonitoredby theAFSM SDO? 2
52 WastheresuThcientmad to keeptheAFSMs runningcontinuously? 2
53 All mail properlydispatchedfor scheduledtransportation? I
54 Is amail searchdoneat theendof theday? I
55 Is machineutilized20 hoursperday? 2
56 Weekendoperationsfully utilizing AFSMs? 2

Is operationalmaintenanceperformed?

73

2

14

2

Are sufficientmaintenancepersonneltrained?

~:

75

DoesAFSM(s) havethecurrentsoftwareversion?

76

Is maintenanceanalyzingthejam/rejectrates?

77

[~

Are problemscommunicatedto Operations?
Are machineproblems& downtimerecordedin theMaintenanceLogBook?

Is maintenancetrackingmachineperformance?

2

SAFETY
78

1

79

2

80

2

AreFMCsnotoverloaded?

81

1

Are operatorsNOT wearingglovesatthefeedingtables?(Pending)

82

2
2

Areproperlockout!tagoutproceduresfollowed?
Are all AFSM employeesworkingsafely?(lifting, movingofequipment,etc.)

Is a JSAavailableandadheredto? (Pending)

I
I

~.

TOTAL

PercentageIn Compliance O,/~

116 0
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ATTACHMENT 4

PROCESSING PRIORITY CHART
Includes CIN Numbers

Destinat!nq Facility

Originating Office
Flat Tub CIN Code

AFSM 100

MPG: 1

FSM 881
Key

MPC: 2

FSM 881
BC

MPC: I

FSM 881
OCR

MPC: 2

FSM 1000
KEY

MPG: 2, 4

FSM 1000
BC

MPG: I
Manual
MPC: 4

AFSM 100
FGM FLATS VCODE
CIN # 233-238 1 4 2 3 5
MPG: I

—
FSM 881
FGM FLATS NON-BC
GIN #s278-284

1 2 3
MPG: 2
F~ 881

•FLTSBCC #s272-277MPG:1
1 2 ~3 4

FCM FLTS OCR-NR
CIN#s223-228 2 1* 3
MPC: 2, 4

.

FSM 1000
FGM FLTS NON-BC
CIN#s278-284 1 2
MPG: 4
FSM 1000
FCM FLTS BC
CIN#s272-277 1 2
MPG:1

* Recommend using an 881 keying sort plan for FMOCR non-reads from upstream operations or facility
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ATTACHMENT 5

AFSM 100 MACHINE SWEEP DOWN PROCEDURES.

Changeover from one sort plan to another should be accomplished in 3-5 minutes from
the time all mail is emptied from the transport pockets, until the AFSM 100 begins the
next run. The individual duties are as follows:

Supervisor:

During thecurrent run:

Determine if the feeders and sweepers will rotate positions after the changeover or
remain where they are. Advise all employees of your decision.

Print labels for the next sortplan to be run. Have the sweepers place the labels in the
label holders on the machine during the current run, if possible, so they will be available
to be placed in the trays.

Ensure there are enough empty flat trays at each sweepside of the machine.

Ensure there is sufficient MTE available at the dispatch end of the machine.

Ensure mail for the next run is staged in the immediate area of the machine.

At the end of the current run:

When the AFSM 100 supervisors screen shows that all the buckets are empty, advise
all employees and initiate the generation and printing of the End Of Run (EOR) report.

Monitor all employees to ensure the changeover is done quickly, accurately, and
efficiently.

Feeder#I

Before endof current run:

Complete loading all mail on Feeder #1 for the current run.

Remove empty equipment and position the Flat Mail Cart (FMC) with mail for the next

run in front of Feeder #1.
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Carefully release straps from the FMC and load mail for the next run onto the feed table
behind the support blade as the current run finishes. In this way the feed table will be
loaded for the next run.

At the end of the current run:

After the last piece of mail is fed, go to the far end of the machine (on the Bin 61 — 120
side) and begin distributing full trays from the conveyor belt into the appropriate
container.

After the sweeper on the bin 61 — 120 side has put the last empty tray in place, go back
to Feeder #1 and start the machine for the next run as soon as the entire sweep is
complete.

Feeder#2

Prior to the end of the current run:

Complete loading of all mail on Feeder #2 for the current run.

Remove empty equipment and position FMC with mail for the next run in front of Feeder
#2.

Release straps from the FMC and load mail for the next run onto the feed table behind
the support blade as the current run finishes. In this way the feed table will be loaded
for the next run.

At the end of the current run:

After last piece is fed go to far end of machine (on the Bin 1 — 60 side) and begin

distributing full trays from the conveyor belt into the appropriate container.

After sweeper on the bin 1 — 60 side has put the last empty tray in place, go back to

Feeder # 2 and start your feeder as soon as the entire sweep is completed.

Feeder#3

Prior to the end of the current run:

Complete loading of all mail on Feeder #3 for the current run.

Remove empty equipment and position FMC with mail for the next run in front of Feeder

#3.
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Release straps from the FMC and load mail for the next run onto the feed table behind
the support blade as the current run finishes. In this way the feed table will be loaded
for the next run.

At the end of the current run:

Remain at the feeder end and make sure all 3 feeders are loaded with mail and ready to
run (i.e. move support blades behind the mail on the consoles) as soon as the entire
sweep is complete.

Sweeper,Near Side, Bins 1-60

Before the end of the current run:

If labels are not already in the label holder slots for
the next run, place labels for the next run in the
proper slot ofthe label holders located above each
bin.

Replace tubs at all flashing light locations and clear
full trays from the end of the machine.

After the end of the current run:

When the supervisor advises that the buckets are empty, start at bin # 60, and pull all
the flat trays, two at a time, working your way back to bin # 1.

After you pull bin # 1, begin inserting empty trays in the machine, starting with bin
# 1 and working down to bin # 60.

Note — An alternate method is to pull out two full trays and immediately replace them
with two empty trays. The supervisor should determine which method is most
efficient for the current operators and ensure it is followed.

After last empty is in place, go to end of conveyor and finish removing full trays and
distribute into the appropriate container.

After all trays have been removed from the conveyor, return to bin # 60, and begin
labeling the flat trays for the new run. Work your way back to bin # 1 keeping alert for
any flashing lights due to bins filling during the new run.

Set up empty MTE at the end of the machine for dispatch of the mail for the new run.

I-

I
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Sweeper, Far Side, Bins 61-120

Before the end of the current run:

If labels are not already in the label holder slots for
the next run, place labels for the next run in the
proper slot of the label holders located above each
bin.

Replace tubs at all flashing light locations and clear
full trays from the end of the machine.

After the end of the current run:

When the supervisor advises that the buckets are empty, start at bin # 61, and pull all
the flat trays, two at a time, working your way back to bin # 120.

After you pull bin # 120, begin inserting empty trays in the machine, starting with bin #
120 and working down to bin #61.

Note — An alternate method is to pull out two full trays and immediately replace them
with two empty trays. The supervisor should determine which method is most
efficient for the current operators and ensure it is followed.

After last empty is in place, go to end of conveyor and finish removing full trays and
distribute into the appropriate container.

After all trays have been removed from the conveyor, return to bin # 61 and begin
labeling the flat trays for the new run. Work your way back to bin # 120, keeping alert
for any flashing lights due to bins filling during the new run.

Set up empty MTE at the end ofthe machine for dispatch of the mail for the new run.

Carrer DCOs (qualified to perform other duties on the workroom floor)

After the end of the current run:

If not too remote from the AFSM 100, qualified carrer DCOs should report to the
supervisor for direction on tasks to be performed relative to sweeping the machine for
the current run or setting up the machine for the next run.
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ATTACHMENT 6

TRAINING COURSES

Course 50580-00 Supervisor/Operator Train The Trainer (TTT) 40 hours
Each site sends 2 people and after this training they will be able to train the supervisors
and operators at their site. Materials: VCS User Guide, VCS Supervisor Student
Training Manual, VCS Supervisor Facilitator Guide, Supervisor/Operator Facilitator
Guide, Operator/Clerk Student Training Manual, Supervisor Student training Manual,
User Guide, and video(Feeder Station Operator Training)

Course 50581-00 Keyer ITT 56 hours (40 CBIT/16 Ergonomics)
Each site sends 2 people and after this training they are able to train the DCOs(and
supervisors) at their site. Materials:Keyer Trainee Handbook, Keyer Handbook,
Dataspan Facilitator Guide, Dataspan Student book, Dataspan videos, Dataspan
overheads(paper copy) and the engineering video that gives the overview of the AFSM-
1 00(used at the Roadshows)

Course 50582-00 Supervisor Training 16 hours
Local training. Materials:VCS Supervisor Student Training Manual,Supervisor Student
training Manual, User Guide, VCS User Guide and seeing the both videos

Course 50583-00 Operator Training 2 hours
Local training. Materials: Operator/Clerk Student Training Manual and seeing both
videos.

Course 50584-00 DCO Training 58 hours (50 CBIT/2 Flats transition)
Local training done in VCS room using VDT.

Course 19201-00 Dataspan Training 8 hours
Increases the health, comfort and productivity of many types of data entry employees by
teaching methods of fatigue relief and heightning awareness of ergonomics.

Course 55601-15 AFSM 100 w/OCR/VCS System Maintenance 4 weeks
Target audience is Electronic Technicians. Training is located at contractor’s facility.
All seats assigned based on deployment schedule.

Course 55601-31 AFSM 100 Maintenance 3 weeks
Target audience is Maintenance Mechanic, Mail Processing Equipment. Training is
located at contractor’s facility. All seats assigned based on deployment schedule.
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ATTACHMENT 7

EXAMPLE OF OUTPUT FROM VCS STAFFING MODEL

CODES Definitions Read rates Throughput Images/hr Keyer Rate
OGP Outgoing Primary - 1st Class 81.28% 17,000 3182 1000
MMP MMP- 1st Class 82.35%

89.42%
17,000 3001 1000

SCF SCF - 1st Class 17,000 1799 1000
INP Incoming Primary - 1st Class 89.80% 17,000 1734 1000
INS Incoming Secondary - 1st Class 75.00% 13,000 3250 650

OGPA Out oin Primary-StandardA
::~i~~~

88.82%
97.00%

17,000
17,000

1901
510

1000
1000

SCFA SCF - Standard A 17,000 1000
INPA Incoming Primary- Standard A 92.57% 17,000 1263 1000
INSA Incoming Secondary - Standard A 95.00% 13,000 650 650

OGPP Outgoing Primary - Periodicals 87.31% 17,000 2157 1000
MMPP MMP - Periodicals 86.65% 17,000 2270 1000
SCFP SCF - Periodicals 93.61% 17,000 1086 1000
INPP Incoming Primary- Periodicals 91.58% 17,000 1431 1000
INSP

INPUT
CODE

OGP
MMP
SCF
INP
I
MPA

MMPA
~

Incoming Secondary- Periodicals 13,000 650

Time of TOTAL Outgoing Incoming Incoming Outgoing
Day KEYERS Primary MMP SCF Prima~y_ Secondary Primary MMP

REQUIRED lstClass lstClass lstClass lstClass lstClass StandardA StandardA

06:30 3.2 .‘ 3.2 0 0 0 0 0 0
07:30 3.0 0 . 3.1. 0 0 0 0 0
08:30 1.8 0 0 •~.1.81 0 0 0 0
09:30 1.7 0 0 0 ~*.7 0 0 0
~“~“ 0 0 0 0

-

.~::~ 0 0
11:30 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
12:30 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5

0 0 0 0— - — — — — —

OGPA 15:30 1.9 0 0 0 0 0
OGPA 1630 19 0 0 0 0 0

17:30 1.9
MMP 18:30 3.0 I 0

19~30
OGP 20:30
OGP 21:30
OGP 22:30
OGP 23:30
OGP 00:30
OGP 01:30
OGP 02:30

MAINT 03:30
MAINT 04:30
MAINT 05:30
MAINT 06:29

0 0 0 0

() 0
0
0
01 0 ____ ____ ____

1. 3 ________ ________ _________ __________

3.0 0 - _______ ________ _________ _________

3.2 3.2 0 ________ ________ ________ ________ _________

3.2 ~ _____

3.2 3.2.1 - _____ _____ ______ ______ ______

3.2 :~.3.2:..J
3.2 . 3.2-I
3~ ~
3.2 .3:2. I 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 ~ M~INT MAINT ~M~NT• 1: MAIN( MAINT I MANTJ
0 0 MAINt : MAINr MAINT 1MAINT~J MAINT . M~!NT..L MAINT
0.0 MAINT MAINT: MAINT MAIN14•-MAINT MAiNT~ MAINT
0.0 MAIF~JT MAINT MAINT ~i~i~I- MAINT MAINT i MAINT

0
0

0
0
0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
(1 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

C
MMP 14 30

OGPA

MMP
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